
Registration opens Tuesday, April 9th 9AM

28795 Lake Road, Bay Village Ohio 44140
1.440.871.6543 BAYarts.net
We are committed to providing high-quality and relevant art education and enrichment programs for
adults and children without discrimination. We embrace the core values of inclusivity, diversity,
collaboration, and respect in providing programming excellence and innovation.

BEGINNING CERAMICS
MEGAN DALOZ
$288
For students with little to no experience in the ceramic studio. Perhaps you have never taken a
ceramics class, or you have but you want a refresher course. In this class we will learn the basics
of wheel thrown and hand built ceramics, from wedging to glazing. Let us help you start on your
clay journey!
MON 6:30-8:30P June 10-July 29 8 Weeks

BEGINNER TO ADVANCED CERAMICS
MEGAN DALOZ
$288
A class for students at all skill levels. Whether you’re looking to perfect an already growing
skillset, try working with clay for the first time, or unsure where you stand, this is the class for
you. Join us as we all find new ways to approach and improve techniques in both hand built and
wheel thrown ceramics.
TUES 6:30-8:30 June 11-July 30 8 Weeks



HANDBUILDING & WHEEL THROWING-ALL LEVELS
ANDREA SERAFINO
$288
Whether your aim is functional or sculptural ceramics, students will learn the basic techniques of
handbuilding and the mysteries of the potter’s wheel. Beginning students will develop
fundamental techniques while returning students will work on refining their skills. Classroom is
wheelchair accessible.
FRI 10:00A-12:00 or 12:30-2:30P
JUNE 21- AUG 16 (No Class July 5) 8 Weeks

INDEPENDENT STUDY-ALL LEVELS
MOIRA BEALE
$288
This class is designed for students who like to develop specific ideas, a body of work, refine
techniques, and pursue independent projects. Classroom is wheelchair accessible.
WED 7:00-9:00P, JUNE 19-AUG 14 8 weeks, (No class July 3)
THU 7:00-9:00P, JUNE 20-AUG 15 8 weeks, (No class July 4)

HOME AND GARDEN-ALL LEVELS
MOIRA BEALE
$288
Working with slabs, coils and pinching techniques or working on the potter’s wheel, students will
create functional or sculptural ceramics. Instructor will provide various demonstrations for
multi-level students. Classroom is wheelchair accessible.
SAT 1:00P-3:00P JUNE 22-AUG 10 8 Weeks

PAINTING IN OIL -INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
ERJON HAJNAJ
$450
Learn how to paint like the Old masters. This course is designed for students who are interested
in learning painting techniques from the Renaissance era. Learn how to prime and tone a
canvas, glazing techniques, layering, and how to utilize a limited color palette. You will also learn
chiaroscuro, a favorite painting technique of Renaissance painters. The painting mediums are
optional. Classroom is located on the second floor. Supply list will be provided prior to class
beginning.
MON 5:30-8:30P JUNE 17-August 19 10 Weeks



BEGINNING PAINTING IN OIL
ERJON HAJNAJ
$450
This course is designed for beginner-level students who are interested in learning how to paint
with oil. Students will learn about several painting materials: various types of mediums, brushes,
substrates, and paints. The class projects are going to be easy and fun, such as painting simple
objects using a limited color palette. The goal of the course is to familiarize students with a
general understanding of painting as a process, the significance of good composition,
proportions, and how to mix colors on the palette and canvas. We will also explore and consider
how various painting techniques can create wonderful textures.
Classroom is located on the second floor. Supply list will be provided prior to class beginning.
WED 5:30-8:30P JUNE 19- August 21 10 Weeks

EXPLORING COLOR
PATTY FLAUTO
$170
Learn to mix ANY color with just a few base colors.
Color theory concepts and terms will be de-mystified through discussion and hands on color
mixing. We will explore how to develop color combinations for the effect that suits your own art
process. This class will eliminate hesitation about how to use color in your work. All levels are
welcome. Class is located on the second floor. Supply list will be provided prior to class
beginning.
TUES 6:30-8:30 MAY 28-JUNE 25 5 Weeks

EXPLORING ABSTRACTION
PATTY FLAUTO
$306
Come paint with me! This class will be relaxed and experimental. All levels are welcome. An
intimate studio experience will allow me to tailor the class to your experience level. We will
explore color, form, line, tone and texture using a variety of materials and tools. Learn how to
create compelling abstract compositions. Our studio time together will be a combination of
guided exercises and demos as well as discussion of past and present abstractionists.
Class is located on the second floor. Supply list will be provided prior to class beginning.
TUE 5:30-8:30P JULY 16-AUG 20 6 Weeks



.
SKETCH YOUR DAY WORKSHOP
CAMILLE TULCEWICZ
$68
Come spend the day feeling like an artist and bring along pencils and a sketchbook! We’ll gather
as a group and be shown sketching exercises in graphite, wander the BAYarts campus and
sketch the assignment. We’ll gather again, get another assignment, critique, and lunch at various
times throughout the day. It will be a mindful, meaningful and relaxing day along with some
improvement of your drawing skills and practices. Pack lunch
SAT 11:00A-3:00P JUNE 29

INTRODUCTION TO COLORED PENCILS
JOHN PLYMAK
$75
Join illustrator/graphic artist John Pymak for this 2-session introduction to the popular drawing
medium of colored pencils. The class will cover strategies for layering and blending colors to
build shading, as well as choosing a creative palette based on the color wheel. We’ll also work
with traditional drawing concepts, such as design, composition, proportion, and measuring.
Please bring a set of colored pencils and a drawing pad.
SAT 12:30-2:30P July 20 & July 27

WRITER’S SALON
SUSAN MANGAN
$185
Join a friendly group of writers for a magical summer idyll at BAYarts. This summer we will be
exploring the warmth of nature and the beauty of the written word during our Writer’s Salon.
Students will be dipping into poetry, memoir, and prose through lively conversation and creative
writing activities that will inspire original work. Enjoy the freedom of summer and friendships old
and new during Writer’s Salon. New and familiar faces are always welcome as well as Zoom
members!
WED 7:00-8:45P June 5-July 31 (No class July 3), 8 Weeks



OPEN STUDIO - PORTRAITS
Fridays 10A-1P JUNE 14-AUGUST 9
Returns to Thursdays on Aug 15, 2024
$20 per person - walk in, space is limited. Includes live model and class is facilitated.

WELLNESS IN THE GARDEN FOR ADULTS
ERIN SMITH
$45
Erin is a seasoned gardening teacher with a passion for promoting wellness through gardening.
She brings decades of experience to her role, inspiring individuals to reconnect with nature
through the transformative power of plants. Join us on Saturday and create a delightful herb
garden centerpiece or a pressed flower lantern with a handle.
SAT 10:00A-12:00P
JUNE 1- Pressed Flower Lantern $45
JUNE 15- Herb Garden Centerpiece $65

AMAZING ALCOHOL INK
YVONNE BOLDEN
$60 Per Session
If you have a desire to design and paint but just can't find the time, space or place then join our
class! We’ll create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece, mostly abstract designs using alcohol ink,
acrylics and watercolor. Create beautiful works using vivid colors of ink joined with the
movement of air, producing amazing results! Come express your creativity with like minded
artists! All materials are provided.
WED 6:30-8:30 PM
JUNE 26- Alcohol Ink for beginners
JULY 24 - Alcohol Ink on canvas



PAINT YOUR PET PORTRAIT
CAMILLE TULCEWICZ
$60 per session
No experience necessary, just a desire to paint your pet and have a meaningful piece of artwork
to hang that you painted yourself. Please send a fantastic picture of your pet to the instructor
(artbycam3@yahoo.com) at least one week before the class for your pet to be drawn onto the
gallery wrapped canvas. Have a friend register too and bring a light snack! All materials are
provided.
TUES 6:30-8:30P JUNE 25

ADULT PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP
ELYSE SHAPIRO
$68
This is a basic course intended to inspire. It’s appropriate for students new to photography as
well as those wanting to refresh their skills. Basic camera technique in addition to photographic
composition will be discussed. There will be in class shooting opportunities and students' work
will be discussed. Bring whatever camera you are currently using.
SAT 10:00A-12:00P JULY 20 & 27

INSTRUCTOR OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY, MAY 19TH

1-4PM

Join us for a campus wide event where you’ll be able to meet our
talented adult and childrens instructors, engage in artist

demonstrations and view projects created in the classroom. Visit with
vendors from Blick Art Supplies and Lakewood Art Supply to shop and
learn more about materials. Bar will be open with light snacks and live

music! We are always seeking new teachers for all age groups in
various mediums. Full sessions, workshops, year-round and seasonal
opportunities- contact Linda@bayarts.net for more information!

mailto:Linda@bayarts.net

